S pin Hamiltonians arise in a ubiquitous manner in nature. Over the years, such models have been a subject of intense investigation in many and diverse areas of science and technology, ranging from condensed matter physics 1 and spintronics 2 to quantum information theory 3 . Of particular interest is geometric frustration that occurs when a certain type of local order, associated with a minimum energy state, cannot extend throughout a system due to geometrical constraints 4 . This effect appears in a variety of physical problems and settings, ranging from residual entropy in water 5 and spin ice 6,7 , to orbital exchange in Mott insulators 8 and the emergence of the blue phases in cholesteric liquid crystals 9 . In magnetic materials, frustration is typically associated with a set of highly degenerate ground states of a spin Hamiltonian, which in turn leads to complex macroscopic behaviours such as those observed in spin-liquid or spin-ice phases 10 .
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In recent years, there have been a number of attempts to cast various computational optimization problems in terms of finding the ground state of a corresponding spin Hamiltonian 11, 12 Spin models arise in the microscopic description of magnetic materials and have been recently used to map certain classes of optimization problems involving large degrees of freedom. In this regard, various optical implementations of such Hamiltonians have been demonstrated to quickly converge to the global minimum in the energy landscape. Yet, so far, an integrated nanophotonic platform capable of emulating complex magnetic materials is still missing. Here, we show that the cooperative interplay among vectorial electromagnetic modes in coupled metallic nanolasers can be utilized to implement certain types of spin Hamiltonians. Depending on the topology/geometry of the arrays, these structures can be governed by a classical XY Hamiltonian that exhibits ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings, as well as geometrical frustration. Our results pave the way towards a scalable nanophotonic platform to study spin exchange interactions and could address a variety of optimization problems. 1 regard, ultracold atomic platforms have been extensively pursued to emulate magnetic-like interactions [13] [14] [15] [16] . Alternatively, active optical configurations provide an attractive approach for physically implementing and effectively studying such spin Hamiltonians. In contrast with other methodologies that rely on classical or quantum annealing, optical schemes can quickly converge to the global minimum loss, once gain is introduced. This has incited a flurry of activities in designing photonic 'machines' capable of emulating spin exchange Hamiltonians such as, for example, classical Ising or XY Hamiltonians. So far, such active spin systems have been demonstrated using optical parametric oscillators [17] [18] [19] , polaritonic arrangements 20, 21 and degenerate laser cavities 22, 23 . Of interest are the new possibilities created by introducing additional degrees of freedom through the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic modes in ultracompact spin-like optical resonant structures. These systems can address large-scale optimization problems in nanoscale integrated platforms, while emulating more complex magnetic materials.
In this article, we show how the interactions among resonant vectorial modes in coupled metallic nanolaser arrays [24] [25] [26] [27] can be utilized to emulate certain types of spin Hamiltonians such as the classical XY Hamiltonian. By properly designing the array elements, two regimes of exchange coupling can be identified, signifying the occurrence of a ferromagnetic (FM) and an antiferromagnetic (AF) phase ( Fig. 1a ). Information obtained from the diffraction patterns, as well as the winding numbers associated with the vortices formed within the structures, is then used to experimentally characterize these phases. Depending on the vectorial profile of the modes involved, in the AF state, we demonstrate geometrical frustration in various scenarios, in full accord with theoretical predictions. In addition, in certain topologies, this platform can be used to observe anisotropic spin interactions, which are known to occur for example in transition-metal compounds and perovskites [28] [29] [30] . In what follows, we will outline the mathematical foundation required to explain our results and will present experimental observations corroborating the role of the vectorial nature of light in producing spinlike behaviours in active optical nanocavities, a response that is in sharp contrast with scalar optical settings or oscillator networks [31] [32] [33] [34] . Finally, the prospect of expanding such nanolaser platforms in realizing more-general spin Hamiltonians is discussed.
To illustrate the spin-like behaviour in metallic nanolaser arrays, we consider a circular array of N similar metallic nanodisc lasers, as shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of Fig. 1b for N = 6. In this setting, the overlapping near fields of the nearby cavities result in an effective nearest-neighbour coupling among the elements. The choice of a nanolaser as a platform is motivated by (1) the small cavity size that leads to a large inter-modal spacing (hence individual elements operate robustly in a single-mode fashion, Fig. 1c ), and (2) the fact that nanolasers are capable of displaying a rich modal diversity because of plasmonic effects. In addition, the metal shell boosts the efficiency of the laser by providing energy confinement, while increasing the Q-factor discrimination between the various modes of the lattice. Finally, the localization of carriers within the small metal cavities prohibits mode competition and spatial hole burning effects as observed in standard multi-moded semiconductor lasers.
In the weak coupling regime, the transverse distribution of the resonant electromagnetic fields inside the nanodisc j is determined by the corresponding longitudinal component of the electric or magnetic field of the associated transverse-magnetic (TM) or transverse-electric (TE) mode, respectively: ψ j ∝ J n (k ρ ρ) × cos(nϕ + ϕ j ).
Here the integer n is the azimuthal mode number, k ρ indicates the radial wavenumber, ρ is the radial distance from the centre of the nanodisc, J n denotes the Bessel function of the order n and ϕ j represents the azimuthal angle relative to the local coordinates of each element. The presence of the metallic cladding in such an arrangement introduces a mode-dependent dissipation. More specifically, the average power loss for the TE nm and TM nm modes can be expressed using the following equations (top and bottom, respectively):
In equation (1), P 1;2 I represent constant loss terms for the TE and TM modes, respectively, while P z I and P ϕ I depend on the relative strengths of the longitudinal (H z ) and transverse (H ϕ ) magnetic field components, respectively (see Supplementary Part 1). The resulting lasing supermodes supported by this lattice can then be found by minimizing the total loss function P L I , which defines the energy landscape of the system. Such minimum loss states will in general respect the discrete symmetry present in the structure geometry. As a consequence, the relative phases within consecutive cavity elements exhibit a constant discrete rotation Δϕ, that is ϕ j+1 = ϕ j + Δϕ. Equivalently, the extrema of equation (1) correspond to the minimum energy eigenstates of the following Hamiltonian ðHÞ I (see Supplementary Part 1): In the latter case, the H 0 I term acts in a similar way to spin-orbit interactions in certain classes of magnetic materials 28, 29 (see Supplementary Part 1).
The Hamiltonian presented in equation (2) can give rise to a variety of field patterns corresponding to FM-like or AF-like interactions between neighbouring pseudospins σ j I . For instance, as shown in Fig. 2a , in a simple two-element arrangement, the resonant TE 22 mode leads to a negative exchange, J TE < 0, that in turn results in an FM-like coupling between the associated pseudospins. On the other hand, for a similar configuration albeit with a slightly different size, once the TE 14 lasing mode dominates, the underlying coupling becomes positive (J TE > 0), as expected from an AF Hamiltonian (Fig. 2b) . When dealing with larger lattices, the AF coupling condition can lead to more complex ground states. In this respect, the competing interactions arising from various nearest-neighbour couplings can result in a scenario where the anti-aligned solution is prevented from extending across the entire structure due to geometrical constraints. Consequently, instead of satisfying the minimum energy conditions as dictated by local interactions, the system will eventually minimize its overall energy by settling into a geometrically frustrated state. Perhaps the simplest known example of such an effect is the way three magnetic spins with AF couplings can arrange themselves on a triangle. Figure 2c shows two possible degenerate ground states of such a system with opposite winding numbers (±1). The geometric frustration in this three-coupled nanolaser configuration is evident in Fig. 2c,d . We note that in this three-element system, the degeneracy between the two eigenstates shown in Fig. 2c,d can be lifted in the presence of H 0 I , in which case, the vortex mode with winding number +1 emerges as the ground state.
To experimentally demonstrate the aforementioned FM and AF behaviours in nanolaser networks, we fabricated multiple structures consisting of several coupled elements. Figure 1b shows an SEM image of an array with N = 6 coupled nanodiscs before metal deposition. Each nanodisc is cladded with silver and is separated from its adjacent elements through a metallic silver gap. The gain medium comprises six InGaAsP quantum wells (QWs; with a total height of 200 nm) covered by a layer of InP with a thickness of 10 nm. Each of the nanodiscs is sandwiched between a 50 nm SiO 2 layer and a 30 nm air plug, on the top and the bottom, respectively (Supplementary Part 2, Methods). We then characterized the fabricated nanolaser arrays using a micro-photoluminescence setup as described in Supplementary Part 3. In our experiments, we identified the associated lasing modes in the cavities by closely studying the observed diffraction patterns from structures of various sizes in terms of their spatial profile, polarization and wavelength. Along these lines, different states (FM and AF) are promoted by varying the size of the nanodiscs involved as well as the lattice configuration. In some cases, laser ambient temperature was adjusted (78 K to room temperature) to match the desired cavity mode with the gain lineshape of the active medium. Figure 3 presents experimental results demonstrating FM and AF behaviours in arrays involving four nanodisc lasers. For characterizing the FM-like response (J < 0), we designed cavity elements having a radius of 575 nm and a 50 nm separation from its nearest neighbours. Our finite element method (FEM) simulations indicate that the individual discs tend to predominately lase in the TE 22 mode. Meanwhile, from equation (2) one can conclude that in such polygonal arrays composed of four elements, this same mode can give rise to an FM-like exchange coupling between adjacent pseudospins. The resulting ground state corresponding to this case is illustrated in Fig. 3a -c, along with experimental results, corroborating these predictions. A different design is used to observe AF-like interactions. In this case, the nanodisc elements involved in the N = 4 array have a radius of 940 nm and are separated from each other by 50 nm. From simulations, this cavity is expected to lase instead in the TE 14 mode, at a wavelength coinciding with the gain bandwidth of the QWs. Unlike the FM case, here the exchange term is positive (J > 0), resulting in an anti-aligned field distribution in the neighbouring elements ( Fig. 3d-f ). The experimental results corresponding to the AF case were obtained at a wavelength of 1,415 nm. In all cases depicted in Fig. 3 , the fields are aligned in a way that enables the system to reach its global minimum in the energy landscape.
We next consider situations where the competing constraints imposed by dissipative interactions among nearest neighbours lead to geometric frustration. Such states occur in AF systems with J > 0, in which case the ground state of the optical Hamiltonian no longer follows an anti-aligned field distribution because of the geometry of the lattice configuration itself. To experimentally demonstrate such states, we fabricated two arrays with N = 3,5 elements, where each nanodisc has a radius of 930 nm. FEM simulations in this case predict a TE 14 lasing mode in each element. Figure 4a -h shows simulation results of the arrays together with experimentally Here, the orange arrows indicate the projected direction of each pseudospin in the array. In this case each nanodisc has a radius of 930 nm, leading to a TE 14 cavity mode. d, Optical intensity pattern obtained after diffraction from a triangular aperture (the yellow triangle symbol), indicating a topological charge of l = +1, as expected from the pseudospin arrangement of c. e-l, Similar results for N = 5 (e-h) and N = 6 (i-l) nanolaser arrays involving elements with radii of 930 nm and 850 nm (TE 13 mode), respectively. Note that for these structures the triangular diffraction pattern indicates an l = −2 topological charge (h,l). The triangular diffraction measurements were all performed by incorporating a λ/4 waveplate before the aperture followed by a linear polarizer so as to filter for the right-hand circularly polarized component. measured intensity profiles and topological charges associated with the lasing supermodes of these lattices. The associated pseudospins in these cases display a 120° and 144° rotation between consecutive elements for N = 3,5, respectively (illustrated in Fig. 4c,g) . These results match the geometrically frustrated ground states of the XY Hamiltonian. As mentioned earlier, in some cases, the presence of the second term H 0 I in equation (2) poses additional constraints on the ground states of the system. An interesting example in this regard is the case of a hexagonal nanodisc laser arrangement (N = 6) with AF interactions, exhibiting geometric frustration due to the anisotropy of H 0 I (Fig. 4i ). To observe this behaviour, we fabricated 850-nm nanodiscs, each supporting a TE 13 lasing mode. In this scenario, the competing interactions described by H XY I and H 0 I lead to a frustrated ground state with successive 120° rotations between adjacent pseudospins, as shown in Fig. 4i-k .
The geometrically frustrated states in Fig. 4 represent vortices with a nonzero topological charge. One can map the corresponding orbital angular momenta to a discrete set of spots by monitoring the far-field diffraction patterns after passing through an equilateral triangular aperture 35 . Using this technique, a light beam carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) with charge q emerges in the far field as a triangular intensity distribution with |q| + 1 spots on each side. Moreover, the sign of the associated topological charge can be inferred from the direction of this diffracted triangular pattern (see Supplementary Part 3 ). Experimental results obtained from such measurements for N = 3,5,6 lattices are depicted in Fig. 4d ,h,l, clearly indicating that in these cases the vortex charge is l = +1,−2,−2, respectively. One may improve the characterization precision of the modal profile of the lattice by using near-field scanning microscopy.
To extend our analysis to larger arrays, we consider a square lattice of FM coupled nanolasers involving 20 × 20 elements ( Fig. 5a-c) . Each nanolaser in this structure is designed so as to emit in the TE 22 lasing mode at λ = 1,445 nm. The far-field diffraction from this array was experimentally characterized both below and above the lasing threshold. As shown in Fig. 5d , in the subthreshold regime, the spontaneously emitted far field has a Gaussian profile and is unpolarized ( Fig. 5b) , in a way that is analogous to that anticipated from randomly oriented pseudospins. As the power of the optical pump is increased, the structure starts to lase and consequently the system settles in the FM ground state of the XY Hamiltonian where the corresponding pseudospins are all aligned (Fig. 5c ). This FM state is corroborated by far-field and polarization measurements, as expected from the emission of aligned vectorial fields in this nanolaser system (Fig. 5e ). In this regard, the pump sets the 'temperature' in this platform, as in actual magnetic materials 23, 36 .
Finally, we investigate disorder effects in large kagome lattices involving AF-coupled nanolasers with 20 × 20 and 40 × 40 unit cells (a total of ~1,200 and ~5,000 coupled nanodisc lasers, respectively). Figure 6a shows the pseudospins of a possible ground state in such a lattice, as obtained from FEM simulations (Fig. 6b ). To probe long-range order effects in our nanolaser platform, we experimentally imaged the far-field diffraction emitted from these arrays. For a smaller 20 × 20 kagome lattice, the far-field diffraction profile exhibits a sharp hexagonal pattern (Fig. 6c) , as expected from a fully ordered lasing supermode in this particular system. However, for larger kagome lattices (40 × 40 unit cells), we observed a noticeable blurring in the associated far-field diffraction peaks (Fig. 6d ). This observation signifies an absence of long-range order in the associated pseudospins, akin to that encountered in Heisenberg kagome antiferromagnets 22, 37, 38 .
In conclusion, we have shown that spin exchange Hamiltonians can be realized by exploiting the dissipative cooperative interplay among vectorial electromagnetic modes. The resulting exchange among the corresponding pseudospins is in general anisotropic, akin to spin-orbit coupling in magnetic materials. For certain topologies, the emerging lasing mode is identical to that associated with the ground state of the classical XY Hamiltonian. Using coupled metallic nanolaser lattices, both FM and AF phases have been demonstrated experimentally, while in the AF regime, geometric frustration has been realized in full accord with theoretical predictions. In general, the proposed optical spin arrangement can be judiciously tailored so as to describe a broader class of spin Hamiltonians with arbitrary exchange couplings J ij (Supplementary Part 5). In principle, it is possible to extend the use of this platform to implement an Ising Hamiltonian by modifying the lasing mode in individual cavity elements. Moreover, the anisotropic exchange term H 0 I that tends to pose a limitation in our system, in terms of realizing a pure XY Hamiltonian, can be judiciously neutralized by employing TE 0m and TM 0m resonant modes. Finally, by providing an integrated solution for implementing photonic spin machines, this platform could pave the way towards emulating more complex networks and material systems wherein a wide class of optimization problems and phase transition phenomena can be studied.
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